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“Despite the Passing of Four Days on the Neutralization 

Agreement, Yarmouk Camp is still Under Siege” 

 

 
 
 

 Continuation of targeting the areas surrounding Khan Al 

Sheih camp in Damascus city. 

 Khan Al Sheih, Khan Danon and Al A’edein camps in Homs 

have similar economic and health crises. 

 Activists visited the accommodation center for the Palestinian 

Syrian refugees on the Turkish border. 

 Syrian Security Forces arrested two Palestinian refugees. 

 

 

The destruction in Yarmouk refugee camp 
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Recent Updates 

The siege imposed on Yarmouk refugee camp still continues since around 

a year, despite the passing of four days of signing the neutralization 

agreement.  

A state of calm prevailed throughout the camp amid people’s optimism 

about solving their problem, following news about allowing the people of 

the camp to return to it as soon as possible. 

It is mentioned that, a few days ago, an agreement was signed to 

neutralize the camp, where the agreement signed by Head of Palestine 

Branch of Syrian Intelligence as a representative of the Syrian 

Government. The agreement also signed by representatives of relief and 

community organizations as well as representatives of the Armed 

Brigades inside the camp. 

On the other hand, Khan Al Sheih camp in Damascus city suffers of 

economic crises and acute shortage of health services due to the frequent 

interruptions of the roads linking the camp to the city center, which led to 

the loss of many food and medical supplies. 

Khan Al Sheih camp and surrounding areas witnessed a remarkable rise 

of military actions, where areas adjacent to the camp bombed almost 

daily, while sounds of violent explosions were heard yesterday due to 

renewed bombardment on those areas. 

In Damascus city, Khan Danon camp also suffers of a lack of food 

supplies and high prices, in addition to a lack of basic services of water 

and electricity, as the camp receives hundreds of Palestinian families 

who displaced from their camps because of bombing and siege. 

Meanwhile, Al a’edein camp in Homs also suffers of power and 

communication frequent outages, while unemployment is widespread 

amongst its residents, which increases the economic suffering, especially 

with the radically rising cost of living. 
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Turkey 

A group of international activists visited a center for accommodation of 

Palestinian Syrian refugees, southern Turkey, in order to see the living 

conditions of the refugees. Activists knew the suffering of the people who 

have been fled from their camps because of the bombing and the violent 

clashes between the parties of the conflict in Syrian. It is worth 

mentioning that the center can accommodate about forty families. 

Thus, UNRWA statistics refer that the number of Palestinian Syrian 

refugees in Turkey has exceeded 1500 refugees. 

 
The visit to the accommodation of Palestinian Syrian refugees 

 

Arrest 

Mansour Mohammed Khalil and Siham Mohammed Dali from Khan Al 

Sheih camp were arrested about five days ago by members of Kawkab 

checkpoint of the Regular Army. 
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Civil Work Committees 

Palestine Charity Committee continues to provide drinking water to the 

people of Yarmouk camp, where most of the camp's residents suffer of 

water cuts for long periods. 

 
Providing Yarmouk residents with drinking water 


